Radiancy, Inc.

RADIANCY DOES NOT PROVIDE ANY, AND SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ALL, WARRANTIES REGARDING THE SALE AND/OR USE OF THESE PRODUCTS THROUGH NON-AUTHORIZED CHANNELS, INCLUDING THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE.

Radiancy and its subsidiaries are the owners of numerous nationally- and internationally-registered and common-law intellectual property rights, including patents, trademarks, trade names and copyrighted materials including advertisements and website designs. This intellectual property represents a great value to our corporate group. If a seller uses our intellectual property without our written permission, either to market products from these brands or in connection with non-Radiancy products, that seller will have violated our intellectual property rights. Such violations include the use of copy, photographs and images taken from our advertisements and websites. Radiancy will take all necessary steps to protect its intellectual property rights and infringement of those rights may subject the seller to both civil and criminal liability.

We reserve all legal and equitable rights to seek reimbursement for, and prevent further, violations of our intellectual property rights.

Note: The laws of certain countries and economic communities, such as the European Union (EU), may prohibit certain territorial border, or channel, restrictions on the sale of certain products. To the extent that these statements conflict with those laws, Radiancy will act in a manner consistent with applicable laws.